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Abstract
This study examines whether people exhibit social preferences for the distributive outcomes of
climate policy when making actual donations towards such policies. In an online choice
experiment, using a real donation mechanism, a sample of 95 members of the Danish public
are provided 27 € and asked to make 16 donation choices among different climate policy
options. The climate policies are described in terms of two main outcome variables: future
effects on income in 2100 and present-time provision of co-benefits from climate policy. Both
outcomes are described for three specific regions of the world, Western Europe, Southeast Asia
and Sub-Saharan Africa. For each participant, one policy choice is drawn at random to be
realized. The total amount donated by participants is used to purchase and withdraw CO2

quotas and credits in the European Emission Trading Scheme and as donations to the UN
Adaptation Fund. The results indicate that distributional outcomes matter for people when they
donate to climate policy and that elements of both inequity aversion and general altruism
influence the choice of climate policy. The findings contribute towards an empirical foundation
for the use of equity weights in determining the social cost of carbon, with the implication that
the price on greenhouse gas emissions should be higher due to the concern for distributional
impacts.

1 Introduction

Climate change is projected to generate physical impacts that are unequally distributed
globally, with poorer regions being subjected to more adverse impacts than richer regions
(IPCC 2014). This will give rise to uneven consequences for the general wealth of future
generations and indicates that climate policies intended to mitigate the impacts of climate
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change therefore also implicitly influence the distribution of wealth for future generations
(Klinsky and Dowlatabadi 2009). Policymakers arguably need to consider the current popu-
lations’ preferences for the implicit distributional wealth effect, herein also deciding how to
deal with such social preferences when designing climate change policies. One approach is to
include social preferences the social cost of carbon (SCC) through the introduction of equity
weights (Anthoff and Tol 2010; Pearce 2003; Tol 2011). Anthoff and Tol (2010) demonstrate
that the consequences of introducing social preferences for the distributive outcomes of climate
change results in a higher (albeit heterogeneous) cost of not mitigating climate change, hereby
establishing the policy relevance of considering social preferences in climate policy design.
However, an empirical investigation of how people value distributional impacts from climate
change policies has yet to be undertaken. The contribution of this paper is to address this
question by conducting an online choice experiment with a real donation mechanism. It
provides an empirical foundation for the role and influence of social preferences for the
distributive outcomes of climate policy.

Within the discipline of behavioural and experimental economics, the term social prefer-
ences has been used to describe how some people in different economic contexts prefer
outcomes that benefit others in addition to themselves (Andreoni 1990; Andreoni et al.
2010; Bardsley and Sugden 2006; Fehr and Schmidt 1999a, 2006; Fischbacher and Gächter
2010). Several papers have examined the relevance of social preferences in the context of
climate policy, in survey and empirical or theoretical papers. Survey papers have focused on
the role of behavioural economics in general (Brekke and Johansson-Stenman 2008), how
social norms influence preferences for climate policy (Alló and Loureiro 2014) or the concepts
of climate justice used in the formulation and negotiation of climate policy (Pottier et al. 2017).
Kverndokk (2018) combines a literature survey with theoretical models to study preferences
for distributional outcomes in a North-South modelling framework. The empirical papers have
typically focused on two different target populations, climate negotiators and private house-
holds, when examining the role of social preferences. Papers have examined how international
climate change negotiators judge different justice principles (Lange et al. 2007, 2010), and
measured their level of inequality aversion (Dannenberg et al. 2010). Private households have
been surveyed on their preferences for the cost distribution of CO2 mitigation (Cai et al. 2010;
Carlsson et al. 2012; Gampfer 2014) and their understanding of justice principles in relation to
burden-sharing (Schleich et al. 2016), as well as studying people’s self-interested use of equity
principles (Brick and Visser 2015; Groh and Ziegler 2018). Finally, the theoretical papers have
explored the use of equity weights (Anthoff et al. 2009; Anthoff and Tol 2010) and the trade-
off between intra- and intergenerational equity (Kverndokk et al. 2014).

A relevant question to consider is which characterization of social preferences best de-
scribes preferences for distributive outcomes of climate policy, given that different forms of
social preferences are likely to be applicable to describe behaviour in any given context
(Cappelen et al. 2007; Clément et al. 2015). In this paper, we develop and describe two
different classifications of social preferences for the distributional impacts of climate policy
that we term Inequity Averse Altruists and Altruists. Both classifications are directly inspired
both by recognized justice principles relevant for distributive outcomes (Faravelli 2007;
Konow 2001, 2003) and by classic models of social preferences in the behavioural economics
literature (Andreoni 1990; Fehr and Schmidt 1999b). The classification as Inequity Averse
Altruists describes the social preferences of people who prefer climate policies that reduce the
impacts of climate change more for the poorest individuals, relative to policies reducing
impacts for more affluent people. The Altruist classification captures social preferences that
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are not concerned with whom the impacts of climate change affect, but rather concerned about
supporting climate policies that minimize the aggregate impact on income across all individ-
uals. The classification as Inequity Averse Altruist can be directly linked to the needs principle,
whereas the Altruist classification is linked to the efficiency principle (Konow 2001), entailing
two different allocations of resources, e.g. distributive outcomes of climate policy. In the
context of our study, adhering to the efficiency principle dictates a minimization of the
aggregate income loss, which is achieved by preferring policies that benefit the rich regions
as the policy here, by design, generates the largest economic loss.1 Whereas adhering to the
needs principle implies preferring policies that favours the poorer regions. However, the two
referred justice principles, need and efficiency, are not the only likely justice principles or
motivations that could drive the observed social preferences for distributive outcomes. As an
example, the Inequity Averse Altruist could be motivated by principles such as the polluter-
pays or the ability-to-pay (Pottier et al. 2017), and Altruists could be motivated by a rational
approach to efficiency that does not involve elements of altruism or perhaps even self-interest
regarding the region that the participant inhabits. The reference to known justice principles in
the literature is typically featured in the discussion of who should pay for mitigation and
adaptation action now, and are thus not directly related to future distributional impacts of
climate change. This does not exclude the application of these principles to the research
questions posed in this paper, but it makes the interpretation less straightforward, which is the
primary motivation for why this paper argued that the need and efficiency principles should be
seen as the primary justice arguments behind the two proposed social preference characteriza-
tions, Inequity Averse Altruists and Altruists.

The method used in this paper to identify social preferences for distributive outcomes of
climate policies is an Internet-based, discrete choice experiment (DCE) using a real donation
mechanism to incentivize the decision context. Applying the DCE method introduces the
possibility of hypothetical bias, which refers to the finding that when people are asked to state
their hypothetical willingness to pay for a given good, they tend to overstate their willingness to
pay, compared to a situation where they actually pay for the good (List and Gallet 2001; Murphy
et al. 2005). Several papers have found that introducing real economic incentives to valuation
methods does reduce the hypothetical bias (Johansson-Stenman and Svedsäter 2012; Ready et al.
2010; Taylor et al. 2010), while some studies have found little or no effect (Cameron et al. 2002;
Carson et al. 1996; List et al. 2006). As hypothetical bias has been found to be more pronounced
for public goods (Murphy et al. 2005), and especially for public goods with a high moral content
(Johansson-Stenman and Svedsäter 2012), such as the good studied in this paper, real monetary
incentives were used in this study in an attempt to alleviate this concern. This study introduced a
real donation mechanism that endowed participants with money, then asking them to donate them
towards climate mitigation and adaptation, implemented through purchasing and subsequent
cancelling of CO2 quotas and credits from the European Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS)
and as donations to the UN Adaptation Fund. Previous studies have applied similar real donation
mechanisms, such as the studies by Löschel et al. (2013), Diederich and Goeschl (2014), and
Uehleke and Sturm (2017), where participants are given the option between cash and a European
Union Allowance (EUA) that would be deleted after the completion of the experiment.

Although the experiment in this paper partly uses the same mechanism to incentivize the
decision of the participants (deletion of EUA’s), the focus here is on the outcome from the

1 This is an artefact of the results from the Fund integrated assessment model and our subsequent choices
regarding the design of the attribute levels.
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mitigation and adaptation mechanism, specifically the distributional effects of climate change
impacts. This implies a trade-off between the benefits of an incentivized economic experiment in
terms of external validity of the presented hypotheses tests and on the other hand the perceived
consequentiality of the participants’ donation towards climate policies. As it was not possible to
secure a donation mechanism that exclusively worked towards mitigating distributional impacts
of climate change in the three regions, we selected mechanisms that could be reasonably
associated with the presented climate policies and their distributional outcomes. This caveat and
its implications for the results presented are discussed in more detail in the concluding discussion.

Using a sample of the Danish population, 95 participants were endowedwith 200 DKK (~ 27 €)
before participating in a discrete choice experiment, involving 16 donation choices related to climate
policy. Each climate policy was described in terms of two outcome variables: (1) future income
effects in the year 2100 as a result of climate policy and (2) present-day provision of co-benefits
frommitigation actions. Both effects were described for three specific regions of the world,Western
Europe, Southeast Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. For each participant, one of the 16 donation
choices was selected at random to be realized. The participant’s earnings were the difference
between the amount donated to the selected climate policy and the original endowment. Analysing
the donation choices, this paper finds evidence of social preferences for distributive outcomes of
climate policy when people make actual donations towards climate policies, suggesting that
elements of inequity aversion and general altruism influence the choice of climate policy.

2 Materials and method

2.1 Study context

The study considers effects of climate policy in three different regions of the world: Western
Europe (WE), Southeast Asia (SEA) and Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), which are regions
commonly used in integrated assessment models such as the FUND model (Anthoff and Tol
2010). Figure 1 displays the regions in the study.

The study focuses on two effects of climate policy in these three regions. The first effect is
the impact that a specific climate policy would have on future average income in 2100, by
lowering the expected level of climate change and thus the expected economic loss to society.
The year 2100 was chosen as reference year in accordance with the approach in much of the
scientific literature on climate change (IPCC 2014). Participants were given the scenario that
without additional investment in climate policy, people living in the three regions in the year
2100 would suffer a loss of 5% in yearly, average income due to climate change. The effect of
additional climate policy initiatives (a mixture of mitigation and adaptation policies) would
reduce this loss and create a gain in income, in comparison with no additional climate policy
action (the status quo). This effect is called the “income effect” attribute, and the levels of this
attribute were defined in accordance with expected levels of climate change impact from
integrated assessment models at the time.2 Please refer to Table 1 for attributes and levels.

The second effect of climate policy considered was the provision of present-day co-benefits
in the form of “fewer cases of respiratory diseases” in any of the three regions, called the “co-

2 The 5% status quo loss and the levels of the income effect attribute were set using the online appendix to
Anthoff and Tol (2010). Please refer to the Electronic Supplemental Material for more information regarding the
survey and attribute design.
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benefit” attribute. Participants were informed that the mitigation component of climate policy
would reduce CO2 emissions through efforts targeted at lowering fuel consumption and
changing combustion technologies in sectors such as industry, transportation and households,3

which would also result in lower levels of air pollution.
The survey explained to participants that the presented climate policies included either

mitigation and adaption efforts or only adaptation effort and participants were informed that
this could be inferred from the co-benefit attribute on the choice card. If it was specified as “no
effect”, this implied that the considered policy only included adaptation efforts.

2.2 The real donation mechanism

A central aspect of the study is the economic incentive provided to participants, using a real
donation mechanism. An online survey panel recruited the participants, inviting them via email
to participate in the survey. The email specified that if they participated in this survey, they
would be able to earn up to 18,000 points or the equivalent of 200 DKK/27 €, depending on
their choices throughout the survey.4 In an earlier, similar study, the average response time was
20 min, suggesting that the hourly wage of participation in this experiment was 600 DKK ~ 80
€, which places the payment at the high end of comparable studies.5 By simply giving
participants the endowment, there is a risk of “windfall or house money” effects influencing

3 Unfortunately, there was no feasible way of identifying this specific feature of the presented climate policy, as
CO2 quotas and credits were bought and erased without the possibility of specifying the origin of reduction.
4 The individuals participating in the Internet panel earn points when they answer a survey for the company.
These points can be exchanged for gift certificates to a wide variety of non-food and food stores, as well as used
to enter lotteries and as donations to good causes.
5 In Löschel et al. (2013) participants were endowed with 40 €, and the experiment lasted 60–75 min.

Fig. 1 Regions included in the study: (WE) marked with purple, (SEA) marked with blue and (SSA) marked
with lilac
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the elicited preferences (Cherry, Frykblom et al. 2002, Clark 2002, Glenn 2007). We could
have included a real-effort task before participants commenced the survey, but this was judged
as adding too much unwanted complexity to the survey. Instead, we chose to generate a sense
of entitlement by telling respondents both in the invitation email and at the beginning of the
survey that they would receive remuneration for their participation, as the survey would be
more demanding than the normal surveys distributed to the panel. This method resembles that
used in Löschel, Sturm et al. (2017) where participants were told that they would receive
remuneration for their time spent in the experiment.

The actual donations to climate policy were fixed in the interval 0–200 DKK (see Table 1 for
levels). Each participant made 16 donation choices, of which one donation was selected at
random to be realized. Participants were informed that they could choose how much of the
endowment to keep or donate to climate policy and that all the realized donations would be used
to reduce CO2 through purchase and deletion of CO2 quotas and credits in the EU ETS, and/or
donated to the UN Adaptation Fund.6 Participants were given the opportunity to click on links
that would direct them to the official websites with information on the EU ETS and the UN
Adaptation Fund. We informed participants that the researchers behind the study would be
responsible for purchasing quotas and credits and for donations to the UNAdaptation Fund and
that the distribution of funds between mitigation and adaption effort was decided by the choices
made by them and the other participants. In order to keep a focus on the distributional issues and
to reduce the cognitive load on the participants, we chose to abstain from a detailed explanation
of the mechanism for distributing funds between mitigation and adaptation effort.7 If partici-
pants chose to donate, they had the option to receive documentation for the total amount used to
purchase CO2 quotas/credits and donated to the UN Adaptation Fund, provided they supplied
their email address. This was done to increase the credibility of the transactions taking place.8

6 Because we purchased both CO2 quotas and credits, we could ensure that CO2 reduction was possible both in
the EU and elsewhere globally, making the co-benefit in regions other than WE realistic.
7 If the randomly drawn donation decision included a policy alternative with provision of co-benefits in any of
the three regions, then the donated amount was split 50/50 to mitigation (EU ETS) and adaptation effort (UN
adaptation fund). If the chosen alternative did not include the provision of co-benefits, the entire donated amount
was allocated to adaptation effort (UN adaptation fund). As rightly pointed out by a reviewer, it would have made
it easier for participants to fully understand the impact of their donation, if the donation only included one option.
However, given that our research question and design specified two distinct attributes that were linked to
mitigation (co-benefit) and adaptation (income effects), we needed two donation options, in order to allow
variation in one attribute independent of the level of the other attribute.
8 Eighteen out of 95 participants supplied their email address.

Table 1 Attributes and levels

Attributes Levels Status quo

Co-benefit from regional mitigation efforts Fewer cases of respiratory diseases (Western Europe)
Fewer cases of respiratory diseases (Southeast Asia)
Fewer cases of respiratory diseases (Sub-Saharan

Africa)
No effect

No effect

Income effect in terms of per capita income loss, DKK
Western Europe 42,000 33,600 16,800 8400 42,000
Southeast Asia 21,000 16,800 8400 4200 21,000
Sub-Saharan Africa 10,500 8400 4200 2.100 10,500

Donation, DKK 0 10 20 40 60 90 120 200 0
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Participants were informed that the difference between the donated amount and the original
endowment of 200 DKK would be paid out in points to the participants when the survey
closed and no later than the 18th of March 2016. In the survey, after making their choices,
participants were informed about which donation decision that was realized and the number of
points that would be transferred to their user account with the survey panel.

2.3 Survey strategy and data construction

The survey was administered through Userneeds, a company specializing in online surveys with
an online panel of more than 95,000 members of the general population in Denmark. The
company has reliably handled several data collections involving scientific choice experiments
and guarantees its participants complete anonymity. The survey ran in February 2016, and 1008
were invited to participate, of which 101 completed the survey.9 The survey was closed once a
minimum population of representative participants had completed the survey; thus, a standard
response rate cannot be estimated. Of the 101 participants, 10 always chose not to donate, and of
these 10, 6 were characterized as protesters10 and excluded from the sample, leaving a sample of
95 respondents making 1520 choice observations. The average response time was 23 min, with a
standard deviation of 8 min. The sample was designed to be representative in terms of age, gender
and income, and descriptive statistics indicate that the sample was representative of gender and
income, whereas the sample on average is older than the population of Denmark. For some of the
educational characteristics, the sample matches the general population, suggesting that the sample
contained the same proportion of people with secondary and tertiary education as the public. The
sample is overrepresented with respect to participants holding a vocational education and
underrepresented with respect to participants with a primary education.11

2.4 Econometric models

The prevalence and stability of social preferences for distributive outcomes of climate policy is
investigated in a random parameters logit (RPL) model, which is based on the random utility
framework (McFadden 1973), combined with Lancaster’s theory on the characteristics of
demand (Lancaster 1966). This suggests that we can model participant n’s utility (U) for choice
i as:

Uni ¼ βxni þ εni ð1Þ
where β is a vector of parameter coefficients to be estimated, xni are the observed parameters,
such as individual characteristics and the choice attribute levels, and εni is the unobserved,
individual stochastic error term, assumed to be type I extreme value distributed.

9 The allocated research budget limited the number of participants we could invite to participate in the study. In
total, 221 persons participated in the survey, but 120 of these participants had participated in an earlier, different
version of the survey and are therefore excluded from the analysis in this paper. The choice to resample a group
of respondents was taken in order to investigate both the possible influence of being resampled and the potential
influence of an economic incentive upon the social preferences of distributive outcomes. Readers interested in
this comparison are referred to (Svenningsen and Jacobsen 2018)
10 Participants were classified as protesters if they lacked faith in the presented scenarios, e.g. agreed to a
statement of climate change being a global problem, which meant that Denmark should not be the only country
engaging in additional climate policy, or they agreed to a statement of not wanting to pay for a policy that did not
indicate how many tonnes CO2 would be reduced.
11 A table with descriptive statistics can be found in the online Electronic Supplemental Material.
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The RPL model allows for a heterogeneous distribution of preferences within the sample
instead of assuming that all individuals have the same sensitivity to the estimated parameters
(Train 2009). The choice probability of the RPL model is:

Pni ¼ ∫∏T
t¼1

eβnxnit

∑ jeβnxnjt
f βð Þdβ ð2Þ

Equation (2) captures that the estimated coefficient β varies over participants, with a density
described by f(β). In RPL models, the distributional assumptions of the random parameters are
made by the researcher (Hensher and Greene 2003), and here, a normal distribution is assumed
for all random parameters, thereby allowing for both negative and positive preferences for each
attribute.12 As we have specified both price and non-price coefficients to be normally
distributed, an investigation of welfare measures would have to correct for the theoretically
unidentified distribution of the ratio of two normally distributed coefficients (Daly et al. 2012).
This could be mediated by using the median of the willingness to pay (WTP) distribution as a
benchmark for WTP comparisons, as suggested by Bliemer and Rose (2013). However, this
paper does not pursue the interpretation of welfare measures for climate policy, and therefore,
this aspect is not further dealt with.

The estimated RPL model allows for correlation between the estimated random
parameters, which is often a more realistic assumption than not allowing for correla-
tion between the random parameters (Hensher and Greene 2003; Revelt and Train
1998). In the specific context given in this paper, it seems reasonable to assume that
preferences for either mitigation or adaptation efforts across the three regions could be
linked, e.g. that a participant’s preference for co-benefits in WE is related to the
preference for co-benefits in the other two regions. Furthermore, the specification of
the two social preference types, Inequity Averse Altruists and Altruists, implicitly
assumes a relationship between one parameter across the three regions, and as such, it
makes sense to explore the implications of this assumption further.

The estimated utility function is:

Uni ¼ αASCi þ ρpricei þ βWEincWEi þ βSEAincSEAi þ βSSAincSSAi þ δWEcobWEi

þ δSEAcobSEAi þ δSSAcobSSAi þ εni ð3Þ
The parameter coefficient β’s capture the utility effect of income effects (inc) in all
three regions, while the δ’s capture the utility effect of co-benefit (cob) in all three
regions. α is the coefficient for the alternative specific constant, the coefficient for the
cost of the donation is captured by pj, and εij represents the random error term. The
parameter coefficients for the regional income effects and for the cost of donation are

12 A previous, related study indicated that a non-trivial share of the sample had a positive price coefficient,
suggesting that they were willing to sacrifice money in order to support climate policy (Svenningsen and Thorsen
2017). To allow for such preferences in the present study, the price parameter was assumed normally distributed.
Several distributional forms were tested for the price parameter, including a lognormal distribution, triangular
distribution and discrete, 2 class distribution, but in terms of stability, the assumption of a normally distributed
price outperformed all other specifications. The instability of the price parameter in the other model specifications
did not influence the interpretation of the other utility parameters, nor the relationship between them. Only in the
case where no preference heterogeneity was allowed (fixed parameter on price) did the relationship between the
co-benefits in all three regions change, but the conclusions with respect to the relationship between the income
effects remained stable. The models assuming a fixed price had the lowest performance in terms of model fit. All
sensitivity tests are available upon request.
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expected to be negative, assuming that people to react negatively to larger economic
losses and increases in the cost of the donation. The coefficients on the regional co-
benefits are expected to be positive, assuming that people gain utility from providing
fewer cases of respiratory diseases in the three regions.

2.5 Social preference hypotheses

The classification tests of social preferences for the distributive outcomes of climate policy are
conducted throughWald tests on the estimated coefficients for the income effect and co-benefit
parameters in Eq. (3).

The Inequity Averse Altruist classification is based on the premise of assigning greater
value to income effects and co-benefits in the two poorer regions of the study, e.g. SEA and
SSA, compared to WE. This implies the evaluation of the following inequities:

Inequity Averse Altruists : jβWEj < jβSEAj < jβSSAj and jδWEj < jδSEAj < jδSSAj ð4Þ
The conditions imply that for a one-unit increase in the income effect or co-benefit attribute in
each region, Inequity Averse Altruists’ marginal utility is statistically significantly more
impacted by income losses and co-benefits in a poorer region compared to a richer region.

The Altruist classification is characterized by showing no sensitivity towards who receives the
income effect or co-benefits, rather this classification captures an overall concern for the outcome
of climate policy across regions. This implies the evaluation of the following inequities:

Altruists : jβWE ¼ jβSEAj j ¼ jβSSAj and jδWEj ¼ jδSEAj ¼ jδSSAj ð5Þ
The conditions imply that for a one-unit increase in the income effect or co-benefit attribute in
either region, the marginal utility of the Altruist is not statistically significantly different across
the three regions.

Two things should be noted here. First, while the focus in this paper is on the two
classifications of social preferences, it is likely that other preference characterizations are
relevant to the study context. Particularly, one would expect the presence of a group of
participants displaying non-altruistic preferences. Secondly, because our Danish respondents
live in WE, they may associate changes in the two attributes with direct utility benefits for
themselves, thus potentially introducing a self-interest bias. As an example, they might
associate co-benefits with direct utility benefits for themselves and their families and derive
bequest values from enhancing future incomes of their children’s children in their own region.
If they are young enough, they may even worry about the impact on their own lifetime income.
This may result in the inequity aversion not being strong enough to dominate in the inequal-
ities involving WE, even if present. Thus, a reduced, sufficient test for the Inequity Averse
Altruist and Altruist types, in this case, is a test of these inequalities only:

jβSEAj < jβSSAj and jδSEAj < jδSSAj ð6Þ

βSEAj j ¼ jβSSAj and jδSEAj ¼ jδSSAj ð7Þ

It should be noted that inequity aversion may still be strong enough for one or more of
the inequalities in Eqs. (4) and (5) involving WE to hold, but this is an empirical
question. All of the presented inequalities are tested explicitly in the following section.
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3 Results

3.1 The donation pattern

Before turning to the results of the econometric models, this subsection describes the
donation choices of the participants. Figure 2 shows the distribution of choices for
each of the three policy alternatives. From this, it is visible that the status quo policy
option is chosen somewhat less frequent compared to the other two alternatives,
indicating that a substantial share of the choices was made towards climate policies
and that our participants often picked choices that would diminish their economic
payoff. Figure 2 also displays the percentage of all donation choices for each donation
level, indicating that a little less than half of the donations (40%) were donations of 0
DKK, which suggests that participants were sensitive to the price of the chosen policy
alternative. Focusing only on the choices of the two climate policy alternatives, policy
1 and 2, the data indicate that the share of respondents choosing either of these two
policies drops when the price of the policy increases, but also that at the high
donation levels, approximately 30% of all choices is a donation. The average amount
donated to climate policy was 54 DKK (approx. 7.25 €), with a standard deviation of
61 DKK, and represents 27% of the endowment of 200 DKK.13 The average amount
donated in this study is comparable to the typical average donation level found in
voluntary contribution mechanism (VCM) experiments, as summarized in John (1995),
which suggests that people on average donate 20–30% of their endowment. This
suggests that our participants “bought” into the experimental context and reacted to
the experiment in a similar manner as typically seen in the experimental economics
literature.

3.2 Econometric analysis

Table 2 presents the result of the RPL model with full correlation between the random
parameters. The model is estimated in STATA 13.1, using the mixlogit command (Arne
2007) with simulation of the log-likelihood function, using 1000 Halton draws per participant
and random parameter.

The parameter estimates for income effects in all three regions are negative and
significant, indicating that participants on average disliked future income losses in all
three regions. Wald tests indicate that income losses in SEA and SSA generate
significantly more disutility than income losses in WE, with the difference being
statistically significant between WE-SEA and WE-SSA (see Table 3). These results
suggest participants in the sample, on average, experienced more disutility from
income losses in the poorer regions, and the classification of preferences as Inequity
Averse Altruists cannot be rejected for the difference between WE-SEA and WE-SSA.
In Section 2.5, we theoretically discussed the possibility of a self-interest bias in the
estimated parameter coefficients for WE. This could be partially inferred from the size
of the parameter estimate for income effects in WE, but here, the model results
indicate that the coefficient for WE is lower than that of SEA and SSA, suggesting

13 The average donated amount is based only on choices of climate policy, e.g. alternative 1 and 2. If the status
quo option choices are included, the average drops to 41 DKK.
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perhaps that inequity aversion was strong enough to dominate the self-interest bias. If
the reduced tests presented in Eqs. (6) and (7) are used to test the social preference
hypotheses, we would not be able to reject the equality of coefficients for income
effects in SEA and SSA, meaning we would not be able to reject the Altruist
classification.

The parameter estimates for the co-benefits in all three regions are positive and significant,
indicating that participants gained utility from providing fewer cases of respiratory diseases.
Wald tests in Table 3 indicate no significant locational preference regarding where the co-
benefits are provided; thus, we are unable to reject the classification of Altruist for this type of
outcome.

Fig. 2 Histogram showing the frequency of choice of each of the three climate policies and bar chart showing the
distribution of money (DKK) donated to climate policy. In total, there are 1520 observations, distributed across
95 participants, each making 16 choices

Table 2 Estimation results, n =
4560

The table reports both mean (μ)
and standard deviation (σ) of
each random parameter

Model 1

Est. | z value |

ASC μ − 1.034 2.440
σ 2.228 3.540

incWE μ − 0.044 5.410
σ 0.050 6.630

incSEA μ − 0.087 7.310
σ 0.057 3.990

incSSA μ − 0.108 3.420
σ 0.269 7.670

cobWE μ 1.552 5.200
σ 1.267 4.590

cobSEA μ 1.888 5.560
σ 1.674 6.340

cobSSA μ 1.615 4.930
σ 1.762 6.370

price μ − 40.228 7.000
σ 72.682 7.910

LL − 881.262
K 44
ρ2 0.416
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Increases in the price of climate policy have a negative and significant impact on utility, as
does not choosing a climate policy captured by the negative and statistically significant ASC.14

The results also suggest significant preference heterogeneity, at a 5% level, for all estimated
parameters. Several of the estimated parameters have standard deviations (σ) that are larger
than the mean estimate (μ). These include the status quo option (ASC), income effects in
Western Europe (incWE) and Sub-Saharan Africa (incSSA), co-benefits in Sub-Saharan Africa
(cobSSA) and the price of climate policy (price).15

3.3 Sensitivity analysis

This section presents the results of a sensitivity analysis, using a latent class model to analyse
the choice of climate policy. A latent class model assumes preference homogeneity within each
class, but heterogeneity across classes (Greene and Hensher 2003). The number of modelled
classes is three, both because BIC and AIC criteria indicated that this was the optimal number
of classes and because this would facilitate the presence of both social preference types in each
their separate class while allowing for a third “free” class.

The results in Table 4 indicate that a small majority, 52% of the sample (~ 50 participants),
belong to class 1. This class reproduces almost the exact same preference pattern as in model 1;
income effects in all three regions are negative and significant. Income effects in WE generate
less disutility than income effects in SEA and SSA, and Wald tests confirm that this difference
is statistically significant for all comparisons, including the comparison between SEA and
SSA. This suggests that we cannot reject the classification of Inequity Averse Altruists for
income effects in class 1. Furthermore, Wald tests indicate that we cannot reject the classifi-
cation of Altruists for the provision of co-benefits, reconfirming the findings of model 1. The
cost coefficient is positive, but statistically insignificant, suggesting that respondents in this
class had a low sensitivity to the price of the donation. Given the small sample size, this could
be a result of poor identification combined with taste heterogeneity (Hess et al. 2013), but it
could also be a possibility that respondents in this class simply ignored the cost of their
donation. Class 2 contains approx. 30% of the sample (~ 28 participants), and the results
indicate that this group of participants reacted negatively and statistically significant only to
increases in the cost of the donation. This suggests that, for this group of participants, we only
succeeded in measuring preferences for the donation mechanisms as such and not for the

14 Coded as ASC = 1 for each choice where the participant chose the status quo alternative.
15 The Electronic Supplemental Material contain a section that investigates and groups the estimated individual
specific coefficients, in order to compare, on an individual level, the trade-offs between distributional preferences
for the three regions.

Table 3 Wald tests of equality of
coefficients in Model 1

Statistical significance level,
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001

Model 1

Income effects
WE= SEA 10.62***
WE= SSA 4.68**
SEA = SSA 0.48

Co-benefits
WE= SEA 1.95
WE= SSA 0.12
SEA = SSA 1.48
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presented climate policy attributes. Class 3 contains 18% of the sample (~ 17 participants),
which display positive and statistically significant preferences for the provision of co-benefits
in all three regions while reacting negatively to increases in the price of a donation. Wald tests
indicate that we cannot reject the classification of Altruists for the provision of co-benefits.

The identified preference heterogeneity for distributional outcomes of climate policy might
be related to certain socio-demographic and attitude variables as previously found in the
literature (Groh and Ziegler 2018). Several of these variables were tested in predicting the
membership of the each of the three classes, such as participant age, gender, income,
educational level, political affiliation, having donated to either environmental and humanitar-
ian causes within the last year, perception of predicted impact of climate change and the
current economic distribution of wealth. At a 10% significance level, only age and having
donated towards environmental and humanitarian causes within the last year were found to be
significant membership predictors. Compared to class 1, older people were less likely to be
members of class 3, and people who had donated towards environmental and humanitarian
causes were less likely to be members of class 2 and 3.

4 Concluding discussion

Understanding the public’s preferences for the distributive outcomes of climate policy is vital
for the design, efficiency and social welfare of such policies (Johansson-Stenman and Konow
2010), and thus a pertinent step in the efforts to meet the challenge of climate change. This
paper investigates whether two theoretical characterizations of social preferences can be used
to describe people’s choice of climate policy. The policy implication is twofold. First, the
existence of social preferences for distributional outcomes of climate policy can be used to
inform the optimal level of carbon taxation, thus implicitly also the ambition level of national
governments. Secondly, if people are concerned about the distributional impacts of climate
change, then this information could be used to frame climate policies, in order to increase
public support.

Using a sample of the Danish public, this paper finds evidence for the existence of social
preferences for the distributive outcomes of climate policy. The results suggest that we cannot

Table 4 Latent class model, three classes

1 2 3

Class share 0.518 0.298 0.184
ASC − 3.548*** (1.052) 19.08 (332.6) − 0.698 (0.378)
incWE − 0.031*** (0.004) − 0.006 (0.011) − 0.003 (0.008)
incSEA − 0.058*** (0.008) − 0.034 (0.023) − 0.029 (0.015)
incSSA − 0.111*** (0.017) 0.068 (0.041) 0.019 (0.031)
cobWE 0.924*** (0.161) 18.99 (332.6) 1.464*** (0.326)
cobSEA 0.862*** (0.153) 19.99 (332.6) 0.735** (0.269)
cobSSA 1.022*** (0.156) 19.36 (332.6) 1.321*** (0.332)
price 1.518 (0.954) − 129.0*** (18.00) − 12.31*** (1.920)
N 4560
LL − 911.678

Standard errors in parentheses

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001
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reject that the average person holds preferences in line with inequity aversion when it comes to
future distributional impacts on income and that we cannot reject that the average preference
for present-time distributional impacts in the form of co-benefits is general altruism.

However, the results also indicate the presence of significant preference heterogeneity for
these distributional outcomes. The results of the sensitivity analysis indicated that a small
majority of participants expressed social preferences in accordance with the findings from the
main model, e.g. inequity aversion for future income effects and general altruism for the
provision of co-benefits, but also that this class of respondents had a low sensitivity to the cost
of the donation. The results also revealed a class of participants who apparently only expressed
preferences for the two donation mechanisms, expressing no preferences for distributional
outcomes from climate policy, and a class of participants who strictly preferred the present
time distributional outcome, e.g. the provision of co-benefits. Overall, the results from the
sensitivity analysis nuance the conclusions reached in the main model. The models represent
different ways of characterizing preference heterogeneity, but in terms of model performance,
the main model outperforms the latent class model. Given the low sample size, the latent class
estimation is problematic in terms of preference determination based on a low number of
participants in each class. This aspect could be a likely driver behind the weak identification of
many of the parameter estimates across classes, including the insignificant cost coefficient in
the largest class.

The results of this paper hint that the classification of social preferences is sensitive to the
outcome considered, which confirms the previous finding in the literature that people use
different moral principles to evaluate mitigation and adaption policies (Klinsky et al. 2012).
For future income effects, our model indicates that participants preferred policies that favoured
poorer regions, whereas we found no evidence of locational preferences for the immediate
provision of co-benefits. For both types of outcomes, we could not identify a statistically
significant self-interest regarding the participants’ own region (WE). This is not to suggest that
these motives are not relevant in general, but our results do not confirm their importance in the
described climate policy context.

The differing characterization of social preferences for income effects and co-benefits may
not only be caused by the difference in the timing of the outcomes but could also be attributed
to the specification of income effects as quantitative and co-benefits as qualitative. Previous
studies have typically specified co-benefits from climate policy as qualitative (as in the present
study), with results not producing a clear interpretation of people’s preferences regarding the
location of co-benefits, often referred to as locational preferences. However, it may be argued
that the monetized income effects are formulated in a metric that people encounter in their
everyday life, with existing literature having shown that relative income comparisons matter
for people (Johansson-Stenman et al. 2002; Yamada and Sato 2016), making the preferences
for such an attribute especially susceptible for elements inequity aversion.

This paper does not find any locational preference with regard to the provision of co-
benefits, which resembles the finding in Diederich and Goeschl (2017), who also found no
clear location preference. Previous studies have found mixed evidence for the effect of
locational preference on people’s willingness to pay (WTP) for climate policy. Some studies
suggesting that WTP increases with implementation in their own country/region (Buntaine and
Prather 2018; Carlsson et al. 2012; Longo et al. 2012; Torres et al. 2015), while other studies
find a reverse effect with a clear preference for implementation in other regions (Baranzini
et al. 2018). The presented climate policy context had a strong focus on distributional issues,
which could have caused respondents to consider the effect in the two other regions (SEA and
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SSA) more, as compared to a situation where they are asked about their general preference for
implementation site as in Carlsson et al. (2012).

The finding of no statistically significant self-interest regarding outcomes in the partici-
pants’ own region could be a by-product of the climate policy context and the donation
payment mechanism being too abstract. The donation context was arguably complex and
challenging for the respondents’ cognitive skills, because they were asked to consider effects
in both time and space, which could have led to the respondents using heuristics or decision
rules to navigate a challenging task, as seen in other choice experiment contexts (Hensher
2006; Hensher and Greene 2010).

Furthermore, the experimental design involved a trade-off between the focus on distribu-
tional social preferences, a credible payment vehicle, and the policy implementation descrip-
tion. As it was not possible to identify a donation mechanism that exclusively worked towards
mitigating the distributional effects of climate change, we settled on mechanisms that could be
reasonably associated with the focus on distributional outcomes from climate policy. The
experimental design required two different donation mechanisms, chosen to be the EU ETS
and the UN Adaptation Fund, in order to generate the experimental variation needed to test the
social preference hypotheses across the climate policy attributes.

One could argue that there exists a risk of participants not perceiving the link between the
presented climate policy alternatives and the two policy implementation instruments as
credible and consequential. Thus, they may instead only relate to the two donation mechanism
and simply pick climate policy alternatives with donation amounts that more or less equal their
willingness to donate towards exactly these two mechanisms, essentially ignoring all other
attributes. This would suggest that participants should have ignored the income effect and co-
benefit attributes, and we should only have observed significant (and negative) coefficients for
the “No additional policy” alternative as well as for the price of climate policy. The results of
the sensitivity analysis indicate that this, in fact, was an accurate description for some of our
participants, thus indicating that the missing 1:1 between policy options and donation mech-
anisms is a central caveat of our study. Ideally, this discrepancy could be resolved in future
studies on the empirical foundation for social preferences. However, the results of the
sensitivity analysis also indicate that the remaining two classes of participants on average
reacted to one or both of the distributional outcomes of climate policy and thus exhibited clear
preferences for the presented climate policy alternatives.

A caveat with respect to design and external validity is the small and mono-national sample.
A larger sample would definitely provide a firmer foundation for the conclusions reached in this
paper. Furthermore, in 2016, Denmark was ranked as 31st in a global comparison of GPD per
capita,16 and although a trade-off in the donation setting was observed (e.g. people did not
simply give their endowment away), it is in the author’s opinion likely that the average donated
amount is higher than it would have been in other, less wealthy countries. As identified in some
experimental economics papers comparing the behaviour of different nationalities, Danes tend
to be very collaborative (Engelmann and Normann 2010; Herrmann et al. 2008). Possible future
work would benefit from focusing on establishing the relevance of distributional preferences in
relation to climate policy in other regions/countries of the world to achieve a global, diversified
measure of distributional preferences in relation to climate policy.

To conclude, the study presented in this paper provides additional support and an empirical
foundation for the practice of accounting for social preferences for distributional outcomes of

16 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/resources/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2004rank.html#da
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climate policy. The findings of this study indicate that such an effort is not only warranted by
theoretical arguments but also justified through a description of people’s preferences based on
actual donations to climate policy. Policymakers seeking to increase the acceptability of
proposed climate policy initiatives could benefit from stressing the distributional aspects of
such policies.
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